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WELCOME TO THE OSO FAMILY
Thank you for purchasing your OSO timepiece. We are glad to have you
on board this journey together with us.
We strive to create vintage-inspired timepieces of the highest quality.
Each OSO watch represents a new stage in our journey as a brand as we
continue to grow.
Nelson Q
CEO, Founder

ORBIT CHRONOGRAPH

VENTURING INTO TIMELESSNESS BACKED BY DISCOVERY & INNOVATION
The Orbit collection, also our maiden release, seeks to pave the way much like
how our forefathers first ventured into space. Unravelling a world of
timelessness and infinite possibilities that are still being explored today.
Inspired by the human spirit that never settles for mediocrity, OSO Orbit was
created for those with the same desire for discovery and drive for innovation.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
40

12.25

Diameter: 40mm
Lug to lug: 46.5mm
Thickness: 12.25mm
Lug Width: 20mm
Caseback: Screw down with engraved artwork

46.50

Case Material: 316L stainless steel
Movement: Seiko VK64 Hybrid (sweeping second hand)
Crystal: Domed sapphire glass with AR coating
Water Resistance: Waterproof up to 10ATM (100 meters)
Dial: Enamel dial with applied markers
Lume: Swiss Super-LumiNova C3
Strap: Genuine leather with engraved logo

All measurements are in millimeters (mm)

Buckle: Signed / Stainless steel

CASE

DIAL

STAINLESS STEEL 316L CASE
40MM (diameter) x 46.50MM (lug to lug)
THICKNESS: 12MM

ENAMEL DIAL
C3 LUMINOVA
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GLASS

CROWN

DOMED SAPPHIRE GLASS
Anti-reﬂect coating

STAINLESS STEEL CROWN
OSO LOGO ENGRAVED

MOVEMENT

WATER RESISTANCE

MECA-QUARTZ (HYBRID)
JAPAN MOVEMENT
SEIKO VK64

100M (10ATM)

STRAP
GENUINE LEATHER 20MM (lug width)
STAINLESS STEEL BUCKLE
OSO LOGO ENGRAVED
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FIXED BEZEL
TACHYMETER

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
Your OSO Orbit Chronograph is fitted with the Seiko VK64 mecha-quartz
chronograph movement. An overview of functionality is shown below:

C) CHRONOGRAPH START/STOP

A) SET DATE
F) CHRONOGRAPH
MINUTE TOTALIZER
B) SET TIME
D) CHRONOGRAPH RESET

E) CHRONOGRAPH
SECONDS HAND

IMPORTANT
1. DO NOT reset the chronograph seconds
hand while the stopwatch function is
running as this may cause damage to
the mechanism. Always stop
chronograph before resetting.
2. The chronograph function can only
count a maximum of 60 minutes per
cycle. After this, the chronograph will
stop.

G) 24-HOUR INDICATOR

(A)

When partially pulled out, the crown can be rotated clockwise to quick-set the
date.

(B)

When fully pulled out, the crown can be rotated to adjust the time. This also places the watch into battery
saving mode.

(C)

The top pusher button stops and starts the chronograph timer.

(D)

The bottom pusher button resets the chronograph timer (Always stop chronograph timer before you reset.)

(E)

The central seconds hand will operate as a stop-watch seconds counter when in operation. By default, the
chronograph seconds hand will remain stopped at the 12 o’clock position.

(F)

Chronograph minute totalizer. This will count a total of 60 minutes per cycle when the chronograph is active.

(G)

24-Hour Indicator. This is not controlled directly by the chronograph buttons. Instead the 24 hour timer
subdial correlates to the main time. For example, if the time is 8:00PM, then the 24 hour subdial will display
20 which essentially is 20:00 with 24 hour time. It’s helpful at allowing to quickly read AM/PM at a glance.

WARRANTY AND SUPPORT
We provide a 1 year international warranty for our products. All watches are
covered against manufacturing defects for 1 year from date of purchase. This
warranty excludes the watch case, glass, crown, battery, straps and any
damage caused by excessive use or under conditions exceeding water
resistance limitations. Please note that the warranty does not cover the life of
the battery or normal wear and tear of the case and strap. Warranty for
bracelets covers discolored bracelets only.
If you have an issue with your timepiece, please contact our customer service
team prior to attempting any course of repair on your own, as doing so will
render your warranty void. To lodge a support request, please email your
details along with a description of the issue to hello@osowatch.co.
For more information, or general enquiries, please refer to our website:
www.osowatch.co/contact

STAY IN TOUCH
If you would like to keep up to date on our latest news and new model
developments, you can subscribe to our newsletter on our website or follow
us on social media.
FACEBOOK
facebook.com/osowatchco
INSTAGRAM
instagram.com/osowatchco
WEBSITE
osowatch.co

OSOWATCH.CO

